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Abstract 
In this paper, we report the overall design, fabrication and optical characterization of single and multiple resonant 
micro-structures patterned on the UV210 polymer and shaped by adequate deep-UV lithography procedures. 
Various families of ring and racetrack forms are investigated with different geometrical dimensions linked to the 
micro-resonators and the specific taper-waveguides and gaps allowing the optimized coupling. Well defined 
photonic structures families in the sub-micrometer range obtained by this deep UV-light process are clearly 
confirmed through scanning electron microscopy. In order to evaluate and quantify the efficiency of the sub-
micrometer coupling, the recirculation of the light and the quality of the optical resonance aspects, a global study 
including top view intensity imaging, spectral measurements and Fast Fourier Transform analysis is performed for 
all these devices based on single and multiple family resonators. The experimental TE-mode resonance 
transmissions reveal a complete agreement with the period of the theoretically expected resonances. A maximum 
value of the quality factor Q = 3.5 x 10
3
 at 1035 nm with a 3.2 times higher resonance contrast is assessed for 
cascade of triple micro-resonators respect to the photonic devices based on only one micro-resonator. In addition, 
these UV210 circuits made of specific tapers coupling to cascade loops act directly on the improvement of the 
evanescent coupling and resonances in terms of quality factor and extinction rate, by selecting successively and 
more precisely the optical mode resonance. All these designs and low cost technological reproducible steps, and 
furthermore the devices and protocol measurements are markedly suitable for mass fabrication and metrology 
applications. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Developing new photonic devices through simple, low cost and parallel fabrication steps has been over 
the last decade extremely important for biosensing and telecom applications [1-5]. In particular, the 
ability to fabricate systems with nanoscale features requires critical procedures that range from direct 
laser writing to photoresist-based patterning [6-10]. Because of the resolution limits on the patterning 
techniques, not all the lithography systems can generate photonic devices in the submicrometer scale. 
Two routes can be followed: the first one refers to a modification on the lithography systems by 
decreasing the exposure wavelength. Changing the presentation of the filters, as was done in the deep 
ultraviolet (DUV) lithography system, allows a reduction in the optical lithographic wavelength from 365 
nm i-line to 248 nm [8]. The second route refers to the photonic circuit design strategies. Thus, in the case 
of microresonators, it consists in a vertical coupling between the bus waveguide and the resonant 
structure. Multilayer stack and submicrometer gap are then controlled by reactive ion etching process [11, 
12].   
To fabricate our photonic devices, we opted for DUV lithography using the chemically amplified (CA) 
UV210 photoresist as polymer [13]. This positive photoresist is now used for submicrometer photonic 
patterns [14, 15]. The evolution and capacity of this polymer to act as more classical photonic structures 
have been demonstrated. Single-mode rib waveguides have shown off optical losses about few dB/cm 
whereas lateral coupling zones of few hundred nanometers have proven the possibility of developing first 
photonic structures [16, 17].  
The capacity of emerging photoresist to be used for the development of photonic circuits, mainly 
constituted by resonant structure, demonstrated the capability for photonic miniaturization. Such 
resonators have proven to be useful on-chip integration for a large number of applications ranging from 
environment monitoring to wavelength filtering. For such applications, the shape of the resonances must 
present appropriate optical properties that are strongly connected to the fabrication process. Recently, 
serial of multiple micro-resonators on another material have found promising functionality as an optical 
element by providing more uniform resonance responses [18-21]. Cascade of multiple resonators, 
distributed with identical cavities, can enhance the optical transmission features without influence on the 
free spectral range (FSR). An improvement in the full width at half maximum (FWHM) through sharper 
roll-off resonances, results in an enhancement in the finesse and in the quality (Q) factor of the photonic 
devices [20, 22]. 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the capability of the UV210 polymer to support tapers coupled 
to different cascade of multiple Ring and RaceTrack micro-resonators by low cost and reproducible deep 
UV (DUV) lithography procedures. Section 2 reports all the global geometrical parameters of these 
family microstructures, describes the DUV lithography fabrication processes and the scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) images highlighting the quality and reproducible aspects of such micro- and nano-
scale integration systems. Moreover, the entire platform devoted to the measurements and the specific 
protocol is described. The overall optical characterization of the family structures using micro beam 
profile (MBP) system and optical spectral analyzer (OSA) coupled with fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
analysis are presented in Sections 3. The discussions presented in Section 4 emphasize the advantages of 
such integrated configurations on the improvement of optical resonances. 
 
2. Design, fabrication and integration technologies of the tapers/micro-resonators structures 
 
The details of two circuits shaped as tapers coupled to single micro-resonators under test are illustrated in 
figure 1.   
 
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic representation and structural details of (a) single micro-Ring and (b) single micro-RaceTrack. 
Parameters R, Lc and gap represent respectively the radius, the coupling length and the distance between the rib 
waveguides and the micro-resonators. 
 
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) describe the geometrical parameters for the two different families defined as 
single Ring and single RaceTrack MRs respectively. As illustrated in figure 1, the resonators are coupled 
by two straight slowly tapered waveguides of 2µm width, assuring both single-mode optical propagation, 
an exaltation of the field in the taper and coupling zone, plus an efficient evanescent power-coupling into 
the MR [5]. The features and presentations on all the design of the devices under test, such as devices 
with one (Single), two (Double) and three (Triple) consecutive cavities, with Ring and RaceTrack shapes, 
with radius of R = 25 µm and R = 50 µm, allow us to classify them as presented in table 1.  Since many 
different devices are tested, a nomenclature has been introduced for more simplicity: as an example SSR 
means Single Small Ring, DLRT means Double Large RaceTrack, whereas TSR means Triple Small 
Ring. 
 
 
Table 1. Global classification and abbreviation of all the families of micro-resonators under test 
 
Cavities Size Shape Nomenclature 
 
Single: S 
 
 
Small (S) 
Large (L) 
 
 
Ring (R) 
RaceTrack (RT) 
 
SSR, SLR 
SSRT, SLRT 
 
Double: D 
 
 
Small (S) 
Large (L) 
 
 
Ring (R) 
RaceTrack (RT) 
 
DSR, DLR 
DSRT, DLRT 
 
Triple: T 
 
 
Small (S) 
Large (L) 
 
 
Ring (R) 
RaceTrack (RT) 
 
TSR, TLR 
TSRT, TLRT 
    
  
In addition, it is noteworthy that for devices with Double and Triple cavities, the micro-resonators 
keep their dimensions unchanged and the distance between two consecutive MRs has been chosen long 
enough in order to avoid direct interaction between two independent resonators. 
 
 
2.1 Deep UV lithography processes on the micro- and nano- scale 
 
The fabrication procedure of Single and cascade of Ring and RaceTrack MRs is schematically 
represented in figure 2.  Devices are fabricated by DUV lithography and the whole process is performed 
in a class 100 cleanroom. The starting point of the micro-fabrication and engineering processes consists of 
a (1 0 0) silicon substrate covered with a 1.5 µm-thick thermal SiO2 layer acting as an optical lower 
cladding with n = 1.45 at 980 nm. 
   
 
 
Figure 2. Scheme of global fabrication steps of a chip using DUV lithography procedures on quartz-mask. (a) 
Transfer of waveguide patterns into the UV210 polymer. (b) Cross section representation of one of the Single 
devices after having developed and cured the sample. 
 
A 1 µm-thick layer of the UV210 polymer is spin-coated on the SiO2/Si substrate. In order to 
evaporate the remaining solvent in the deposited layer, a softbake procedure is done before exposure. 
Single and cascade of multiple MRs patterns are transferred onto such UV210 polymer layer by using 
only one deep UV lithography exposure through quartz mask. Light exposure is performed using a UV 
lamp (HBO 1000 W/D, mercury short arc lamp from OSRAM) combined to a bandpass filter to obtain a 
248nm insolation-wavelength. This is immediately followed by the post exposure bake (PEB) procedure 
which consists in putting the substrate on a hot plate to allow the UV210 polymer to complete the cross-
linking. Before developing the serial of optical circuits on the chip, 10 minutes of cooling down allow the 
surface of the layer to capture oxygen which helps in the quality of the patterning of the devices. After 
this, the sample is immersed in the developer solution to remove insolated zones and reveal the micro and 
sub-micrometer patterns as the gap or coupling zones tapers/MRs. Finally, the last step consists in fully 
cross-linking the polymer layer by curing process also referring as hard bake step. This process is realized 
in an oven with temperatures ranging from 100 °C-150 °C during 24 hours.  
 
2.2 Scanning electron microscopy and quality of circuits 
 
Scattering losses from interfaces imperfections associated with fabrication procedures are fundamental 
aspects for efficient miniaturization of photonic circuits [19, 23]. It is particularly important to follow the 
structural qualities like shape and surface conditions of the photonic devices before all the specific optical 
characterizations. SEM images have been taken systematically on each device and some of the results are 
gathered on figure 3. 
Figure 3(a) and figure 3(b) present respectively the top-view perspectives of the SLR and SLRT. Both 
photonic devices are well defined presenting a radius of R = 50 µm, a width of W = 5 µm and for SLRT a 
coupling length Lc = 60 µm. Figure 3(c) shows the tilted top-view of the TLR device confirming 
constancy on the properties of the cascade of the three Ring microresonators. Figure 3(d) presents the 
most important aspect on this kind of configuration: coupling zone and quality of manufacture on the 
sidewalls of the photonic devices. The measurement of the gap width by SEM image treatment leads to 
mean value of 531 nm for the ring and 500 nm for the racetrack. The standard deviation calculated for 
several measurements along the coupling length for these structures are 14 nm and 23 nm respectively, 
showing the high accuracy of the DUV lithography method.  
 
 
 
Figure 3. Visualization of the structural details through SEM images of the devices: (a) SLR, (b) SLRT, (c) tilted 
views of TLR and (d) a zoom on the coupling zone of the Ring micro-resonators forming the device. 
 
 
3. Experimental protocol, optical injection and coupling  
 
The experimental platform is presented in the schematic diagram of figure 4. Two optical broadband 
sources are used to characterize the photonic circuits patterned as tapers/MRs. The first one is centered at 
845 nm with a FWHM of 30 nm of and the second one at 1025 nm with a FWHM of 45 nm. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Experimental setup. Two broadband sources are used to characterize the different microresonators.  XYZ 
nanometer displacement mounts are used to control the alignment of the incident NIR objectives (x20) and of the 
device position. An optimized control of the light injection, propagation and detection is achieved through IR 
camera, optical powermeter and MBP system. Microresonators resonances are finally analyzed with an Optical 
Spectrum analyzer. SMF: Single mode fiber.  
 
The outputs of both sources are connected to single mode fibers and coupled to a x20 objective to 
collimate the optical beams. The transverse electric TE polarization is controlled with a polarizer. The 
beam is then focused and coupled to the devices under test through one of the inputs of the rib 
waveguides with a x20 objective. The device and the objective for light injection are positioned on piezo 
electric nano-positioners. The beam at the output of the device is collected and collimated by a x20 
objective and simultaneously monitored with a IR camera and an optical powermeter. Once the maximum 
of power is obtained, the optical powermeter is replaced by an optical spectra analyzer (OSA Ando AQ-
6315E) for resonances detection analysis. 
A Micro Beam Profiler (Newport-MBP) is used to corroborate the light propagation along the rib 
waveguides and the loop of the resonant structures. It is positioned on top of the devices with the aim of 
collecting their scattered light. Figure 5 presents the recorded image for TLR device. Figure 5(a) 
highlights the light propagation along the three loops of the Ring micro-resonators. It also displays the 
coupling light along the add port through the three coupling regions belonging to each micro cavity thus 
confirming the evanescent coupling between rib waveguides and serial of MRs. 
The corresponding cross-sectional intensity measurements are presented on figure 5(b). This intensity 
profile allows an estimation of the geometrical dimensions such as the diameter of the Rings (100 µm) 
and the width between the two sidewalls that form the cavity (5 µm). These measurements reproduce well 
the dimensions obtained by SEM which demonstrates the accuracy of this method to estimate geometrical 
conditions of one photonic structure. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Field intensity pattern of the TLR.  (a) Confirmation of the light propagation through the rib waveguides 
and recirculation into the loops. (b) Intensity profiles of the cross-sectional line visible on the figure 5(a). 
 
 
4. Optical characterizations and resonances, spectral analysis, results and discussions 
 
Referring to the experimental setup of figure 4, we characterized all the families and series of micro-
resonators by using two different large bandwidth sources. After having optimized the intensity of the 
light emerging from the waveguide, this signal is coupled to the OSA to observe the multiple resonances 
corresponding to each kind of MR. A complementary optical characterization over one tapered waveguide 
under the same geometrical conditions allowed us to confirm that the modal propagation properties 
remain free of conversion and of internal interferences, which means a completely adiabatic process into 
the tapered waveguide and between the micro-resonators [5]. 
As an example, figure 6 shows the comparison between the normalized intensities at the transmitted ports 
of the SLR and TLR devices by using the broadband source centered at 845 nm. Deeper resonances are 
clearly observed for cascaded MRs compared to single MR. Indeed, 2.5 times higher contrast is calculated 
for those resonances obtained for the TLR device in comparison with its corresponding registered for the 
SLR device. We can also notice on figure 6(a) a slight wavelength shift between their corresponding 
resonances transmissions. This is not surprising since both devices are from two independent photonic 
chips and are optically characterized under different OSA alignment and thermal conditions. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. (a) Resonances transmissions spectra for SLR and cascade of TLR. (b) Corresponding normalized fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) for both devices. 
 
The most important optical parameters that describe the response and behavior of a microresonator are 
the free spectral range (FSR), the FWHM, the quality factor Q and the finesse F [17]. All these features 
hinge on the losses and the coupling coefficients describing each MR. Regarding resonance of the cascade 
of TLR in figure 6, taking into account the geometrical conditions and the refractive index nUV210 of 1.553 
at 850 nm, FSR-values ranging from 1.41 nm to 1.52 nm are theoretically expected between λ = 830 nm 
and λ = 860 nm wavelengths respectively. Possible slight difference between the theoretically and 
experimentally obtained FSR-values can be explained by considering the effective group index (ng) which 
is inherent to any optical large bandwidth source. 
The normalized FFT responses, presented in figure 6(b), reveal the good agreement of the theoretical 
FSR-value with the experimental one. Through Lorentzian fitting, values of 0.6 nm of FWHM at λ = 
848.21 nm, Q-factor of 1.4×10
3
  and F of 2.6 are calculated. Those values are improved compared to SLR 
showing calculated values of 0.9 nm of FWHM at λ = 848.03 nm, Q-factor of 0.95×103 and F of 1.6. We 
chose to not present in figure 6 the resonance spectrum of the DLR device for more clarity, it is 
nevertheless clear that cascaded micro-resonators improve greatly the photonic circuit properties. DLR 
device presents values of 2 times higher contrast in the depth of the resonances, in comparison with the 
SLR device.   
 
 
 
Figure 7. (a) Experimental normalized responses of the SSRT and TSRT and (b) their corresponding normalized 
FFT signals.   
 
Moreover, we characterized in parallel all the serial of MRs by using a large bandwidth source 
centered at 1025 nm. As an example, figure 7 shows the resonance spectra of the SSRT and of the TSRT 
devices. As previously demonstrated, for the SLR and TLR resonance transmissions, the multiple loops 
corresponding to multiple RaceTrack MRs also improve the optical properties since the resonance peaks 
are deeper and with higher extinction ratio. For this case, 3.2 times of higher contrast is calculated for the 
resonances registered for the TSRT device in comparison with those obtained for the SSRT device. The 
resonance spectrum of the DSRT device (not shown here) presents values of 1.4 times higher contrast in 
comparison with the SSRT device. 
Under these geometrical and experimental conditions, we expect theoretical FSR-values ranging from 
2.3 nm to 2.7 nm between λ = 1000 nm and λ = 1060 nm wavelengths respectively. The FFT analysis, 
presented in the figure 7, highlights a main contribution at 2.9 nm for TSRT unlike SSRT that present a 
wider range in the period of the resonances which are disseminated around 2.8 nm. This is due to the 
cascade of multiple loops, which besides improving the properties of the resonance frequencies, can act as 
modal filters by selecting successively and then more precisely the optical mode resonance. When 
multiple frequencies are traveling along the resonator, this works as a very dispersive photonic structure 
and slight deficiencies on the quality of fabrication enhance the delaying process. Nevertheless, cascade 
of resonators restrict this delayed condition by limit the bandwidth of the frequencies that can be delayed. 
Here, resonators in multistage configuration act as high order optical filters based on the same principle 
used in electronics [22]. Possible slight difference between the theoretically and experimentally obtained 
FSR-values can be explained by considering the dispersion of the effective group index (ng) inherent to 
the use of optical large bandwidth source. 
In order to analyze further the role of geometry and number of devices as well as light source on the 
resonators behavior, figure 8 summarizes the obtained results on the evolutions of the Q-values for the 
series of micro-resonators under test. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.  Evolution of the Q-factor values as a function of the multi-stage configuration: single (line-square), 
double (line-circle) and triple (line-triangle). Q-values obtained by using the broadband source (a) centered at 845 
nm and (b) centered at 1025 nm. 
 
The graphs present an evolution of their Q-values according to several parameters of all family-
devices such as the shape, the dimension, the number of resonant structures and the wavelength excitation 
sources. A clear enhancement is observed on the Q-factor magnitudes as the number of loops in the 
photonic devices increases. Moreover, the two groups of devices (Ring and RaceTrack) present also a 
positive evolution on their Q-values when MRs with longer geometrical dimensions are analyzed. This is 
mainly because the Q-factor presents a linear dependence with the length of the MR. 
The Q-values obtained through these configurations represent an enhancement respect to our previous 
publication on which maximum Q-values of 850 for disks and of 630 for stadium were obtained at 850 
nm of excitation wavelength [17]. These results were obtained for filled structures and have to be 
compared with their corresponding empty structure investigated here, e.g., single Ring and single 
RaceTrack. Through empty resonant structures, an improvement in the resonance transmission properties 
and Q-factor is expected since these are known to better confine the light and to promote the single mode 
operation. Nevertheless, the enhancement on the Q-values is temperate, less than one order of magnitude, 
which can be explained in terms of roughness. Indeed, the losses are mainly dominated by the sidewalls 
roughness that is doubled in empty structures. In addition, a longer extension of the coupling zone can 
contribute to both a strong coupling strength and with added light scattering too [19, 23].  
Another interesting aspect appearing on figure 8 is related to the selection of the wavelength excitation 
source. We can note that, all the photonic devices enhanced their responses under the broadband source 
center at 1025 nm which is in good agreement with Ref. [23]. Apparently, the coupling strength, mainly 
due to elongating the gap zone and, the losses, basically dominated by the two sidewalls of the photonic 
devices, present a different behavior when the two broadband sources were used. This behavior can be 
explained as following: backward reflections due to sidewall roughness in the photonic devices limit their 
resonance properties. At shorter excitation wavelength the scattering of the propagating light is stronger 
which can cause back-scattering into a counter-propagating mode which makes that the Q-value 
decreases.  
Finally the evolution presented in figure 8 demonstrates an enhancement on the Q-values as the 
number of loops involved in the photonic circuit increases. No saturation effect in the Q-values suggests 
that improvement on the optical response is still feasible and will be subject of further study. Indeed, 
different routes may be tested. On the one hand post-deposition treatment (thermal or plasma) can 
improve the roughness of the side walls and optical losses directly connected to the Q factor. On the other 
hand, a different approach will be to pattern the submicronic gap by e-beam lithography. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The high capacity of the chemically amplified UV210 polymer to support cascade of various families of 
micro-resonators (MRs) with different geometries and dimensions is presented in this work. The adequate 
quality of the fabrication process by deep UV lithography is validated by SEM images and confirmed by 
micro beam profiles (MBP) imaging. In particular, the sub-micrometer gap remains constant along the 
coupling zones for cascade of multiple MRs showing a gap along the coupling zone of 531 +/- 14 nm and 
500+/-23nm for ring and racetrack respectively. In addition, MBP demonstrates the efficient evanescence 
coupling between the taper-waveguides and the resonant cavities of the devices due to the adequate 
exaltation of the optical field. Through spectral analyses and protocol measurements, we verified the 
excellent agreement of the theoretical and experimental FSR-values of all the series of families of MRs 
under test. A systematical study on single and cascade of Ring and RaceTrack MRs is presented in order 
to correlate geometrical aspects and cavity efficiencies. The improvement on the resonance properties is 
due to the structural organization of the multiple loops presented in cascade of MRs. Cascade of three 
RaceTrack microresonators show the best optical response, presented values of Q = 3.5 × 10
3
 and 3.2 
times higher resonance contrast respect its corresponding single devices. In addition, the FFT-anlyses of 
the optical responses of cascade of multiple cavities demonstrate to have a very high capacity to 
discriminate between modal propagation that does not correspond to the opto-geometrical conditions of 
the resonator. The ability of new organics, as the CA UV210 polymer, to undergo integrated optics 
transformations that contribute to the trend of photonic circuit miniaturization is demonstrated through the 
design of various associations tapers/MRs which are suitable for different purposes like filters or thermal 
sensors. 
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